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Constraints from disc galaxies

McGaugh, Lelli, Schombert 2016Freese 2008
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Constraints from elliptical galaxies

Lelli+ 2017 Shelest & Lelli 2020
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Milgromian dynamics (MOND)

●Newtonian gravity/GR developed using Solar 
System constraints

●MOND developed by M. Milgrom (1983) to 
address galaxy rotation curves without cold 
dark matter by going beyond Newton

●Relativistic MOND theory where gravitational 
waves travel at c (Skordis & Zlosnik 2019, 
2021, PRL) and GR-like light deflection

∇ ⋅ 𝒈 = ∇ ⋅ ν
𝑔𝑁
𝑎0

𝒈𝑵 , 𝑓 ⇔ ν

𝑎0 = 1.2 × 10−10 Τ𝑚 𝑠2

𝑔𝑁 ≪ 𝑎0: 𝑔 = 𝑎0𝑔𝑁 , 𝑔𝑁≫ 𝑎0: 𝑔 = 𝑔𝑁

Banik & Zhao (2022)
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AppendixThe Local 
Group in 

MOND
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MOND implies a past MW-M31 flyby (Zhao+ 2013)
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●1/r gravity law persists beyond conventional 

edges of dark matter halos

●Resulting much stronger gravity acting on 

nearly radial orbit implies a past flyby

●Tidal debris expelled from the interacting 

discs could have formed anisotropically

distributed tidal debris

●These could subsequently coalesce into 

bound tidal dwarf galaxies, forming the 

Local Group satellite planes

●Our aim was to check if the tidal debris 

prefer the same orbital pole as the satellites
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The (proto) MW satellite plane

●Pink star = observed, so the simulated tidal debris orbit within the right plane

●Radial distribution of material also about right, but expected to be mostly gas (50% initially)
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The (proto) M31 satellite plane

●Black star = disc spin, pink star = observed: simulated tidal debris orbit within the right plane

●Radial distribution of the material is also about right, but expected to be mostly gas initially
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Thin discs preserved

●MW (left) and M31 (right) retain their thin discs, with reasonable stellar disc scale lengths and 

for the MW a reasonable gas disc scale length (more complicated merger history for M31)
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The M31 proper motion in the best model

●Only the SP 

orientations were 

considered when 

finding best model

●M31 proper motion 

agrees well with 

Gaia observations

●This success is 

non-trivial as 

rotating the orbital 

plane worsens the 

agreement
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Conclusions
●The Local Group satellite planes are extremely difficult to understand because their anisotropy 

implies a tidal origin, but Newtonian tidal dwarf galaxies have low internal velocity dispersions

●Purely baryonic dwarf galaxies can have elevated σ in MOND, where there is no CDM. In this 

case, it is not relevant how the dwarf galaxy formed (no dual dwarf galaxy theorem)

●Hydrodynamic MOND simulation of a past close MW-M31 flyby (inevitable in MOND due to 

stronger gravity & observed nearly radial orbit) reproduces many features of the observations

➢Tidal debris preferentially orbit in the same plane as the observed satellites

➢The proper motion of M31 comes out right, but is not used in fitting procedure and data are quite precise

➢Thin discs preserved by the flyby and have reasonable final sizes

➢ In the MW remnant, the 40 km/s vertical velocity dispersion at the Solar circle is reasonable (Yu & Liu 2018)

➢Flyby could have slingshot NGC 3109 association outwards at high speed (Pawlowski & McGaugh 2014)

●Past flyby scenario offers a more promising explanation for the LG satellite planes than ΛCDM.
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